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ABSTRACT
Data often have nonlinear patterns in machine learning. One can unfold the nonlinear manifold of a dataset
for low-dimensional visualization and feature extraction. Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) is a nonlinear
spectral method for dimensionality reduction and manifold unfolding. It embeds data using the same linear
reconstruction weights as in the input space. In this paper, we propose an open source module which not
only implements LLE, but also includes implementations of two generative LLE algorithms whose linear
reconstruction phases are stochastic. Using this module, one can generate as many manifold unfoldings as
desired for data visualization or feature extraction.
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1. Introduction
Dimensionality reduction can be used for manifold unfolding, data
visualization, and feature extraction for better classification, prediction, or clustering of data. According to [1], it can be categorized
into spectral [2], probabilistic [3], and deep methods [4]. Locally
Linear Embedding (LLE), proposed in [5,6], is a nonlinear unsupervised
spectral method for dimensionality reduction and manifold unfolding.
It consists of three steps which are (1) constructing the 𝑘-nearest
neighbors graph, (2) deterministic linear reconstruction of points by
neighbors in the input space, and (3) deterministic linear embedding
using the obtained weights [7]. LLE is a very important nonlinear
manifold learning because it fits data locally in the embedding space
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to preserve the global structure of data [6]. This idea was later developed to the field of unsupervised manifold learning where the local
distances or similarities of points are considered for embedding. There
are two existing Generative LLE (GLLE) methods described in [8] whose
linear reconstruction steps are stochastic. One GLLE uses Expectation
Maximization (EM) and the other is based on direct sampling [8].
GLLE models are partly inspired by factor analysis [9] and probabilistic
principal component analysis [10] where points are conditioned on
a latent variable and noise (see [11] for details). Hence, they are
combinations of spectral and probabilistic methods.
The GLLE algorithms can be considered as generative models [12],
although they are not deep or autoencoder-based methods [13,14].
Deep generative models have been widely used for various applications
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Table 1
Settings in the json file of module.
Setting

Choices

method

LLE

GLLE

deterministic LLE

GLLE with EM

GLLE_DirectSampling
GLLE with direct sampling

dataset

Swiss_roll, Swiss_roll_hole,
S_curve, Sphere, Sphere_small
ready datasets

user’s dataset

make_dataset_again

True

False

generate the ready datasets

load data

embed_again

True

False

train embedding again

useful for generations after
training (not train again)

True

False

generate_embedding_again
analyze_covariance_scales

User_data

generate [multiple] unfoldings

no generations

True

False

generate unfoldings for
various scales of covariance

no analysis of
covariance scales

n_generation_of_embedding

A positive integer

max_iterations

A positive integer

n_components

A positive integer (between 1 and dimensionality of data)

verbosity

0

1

2

not printing logging

print logging level 1

print logging level 2

the number of unfoldings (embeddings) to generate

maximum number of iterations for EM algorithm

the dimensionality of unfolding (embedding)

such as image synthesis and denoising [15]. However, GLLE methods
are used for generating manifold unfoldings and data visualization in
low-dimensional subspaces. In this paper, we propose a new opensource software module, in Python language [16], for LLE and GLLE
algorithms. This module can be useful for nonlinear manifold unfolding
and visualization.

optional where user can determine the class labels and colors of points
for their relative distances on manifold, respectively.
Module Running: After setting the appropriate settings, the module
can be run with the command ‘‘python main.py" in the root folder.
According to the selected method in the settings file, the module unfolds manifold using LLE, GLLE with EM, or GLLE with direct sampling.
If using LLE, only one embedding is output; however, by using GLLE,
the module will learn unfolding once and then it can generate as many
unfoldings as desired.

2. Description and usage
This module includes a main.py file which instantiates the classes
of algorithms, loads data, and feeds the datasets into the algorithms.
The three classes of module implement LLE, GLLE with EM algorithm,
and GLLE with direct sampling. There also exist some additional utility
functions for saving, loading, and plotting results. As also stated in the
read-me file of GitHub page for this module, there are several easy steps
required for running the module. In the following, we explain these
steps in detail.
Preparation: there are some essential dependencies which need
to be installed before running the module. These requirements are
Python3, numpy, matplotlib, scikit-learn and they can be installed by
running the command ‘‘pip install -r requirements.txt’’.
Settings: The user should specify their desired settings in the
provided user-friendly file named settings.json. These settings,
which specify the algorithm, the number of iterations, the dataset, and
similar choices, are summarized in Table 1 with their possible values.
Dataset Loading: User can choose among several readily provided datasets such as Swiss roll, Swiss roll with hole, S curve, severed sphere, and small severed sphere. For that, they should set
make_dataset_again=True and dataset to one of the ready
datasets. This will generate a random dataset in the path
./datasets/dataset_name/.
The user is also free to provide the module with their own dataset.
For that, they should set make_dataset_again=False and
dataset=User_data and put their dataset in the path
./datasets/User_data/. The format of data should be csv where
data.csv should include data instances stacked row-wise where
columns are features. The files labels.csv abd color.csv are

3. Impact overview
The proposed module can be used for generating multiple nonlinear
manifold unfoldings for data visualization and feature extraction. Many
of the dimensionality reduction methods, including LLE [5,6], generate
merely one unfolding for the underlying manifold of data. That is while
the GLLE algorithms in the module can generate as many manifold
unfoldings as wanted where the generated visualizations all relate
to the original LLE embedding because of their local fitting [6]. In
addition to the benefit of having multiple embeddings for visulization
and feature extraction, these unfoldings can bring more insights into
the LLE embeddings by inspecting them. Researchers can benefit from
this module by extracting meaningful and insightful embeddings and
manifold unfoldings. This module can be used in various applications.
It can be used for extracting features for better discrimination of classes
or clusters. For instance, in medical image analysis, the tumorous
images can be better separated from the normal images in the lowdimensional embedding space. Moreover, visualizing high dimensional
data in low-dimensional figures can be used in statistics and genome
analysis.
4. Conclusion and future work
We proposed a module for manifold unfolding and visualization.
This module includes implementation of LLE and GLLE algorithms with
EM and direct sampling. We introduced the module and explained
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how to run and use this module. The use cases and impact of this
module were also discussed. For improvement of the module, we are
working on better efficiency of algorithms when dealing with very large
datasets. Out-of-sample extension of GLLE algorithms are also possible
as future work for this module.
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